: An example of completing a partial scan data with various complement suggestions using our method. Partial objects are represented as fuzzy sets in our embedding, and their complements can be retrieved with a fuzzy set operation in the embedding space. (a) and (b) are a Kinect color and depth image from [SKAG15], (c) is a point cloud after removing background, (d) is a partial shape retrieved from our dataset using ICP with a manual initial pose, and (e) are complete objects with four out of the best ten complement retrievals (green parts). The position of complements are automatically computed using a placement network in [SSK * 17], which is retrained with the partial object data.
method, which trains a neural network to retrieve plausible complementary components given a query partial object. The relations among partial objects and complementary components are learned from the data. However, the incremental approach of Sung et al.
does not account for the plausibility of the full constructed shape, or can detect groups of segments which can plausibly complete a given partial shape. This functionality is important when the plausibility of the full object is important, for example when creating a new object by mixing components from different models in the database [XZCOC12] , or when completing partially created objects [SKAG15] .
To address these limitations, we propose an annotation-free deep learning framework which learns partial shape representations from database component assemblies, and jointly encodes two semantic relations between partial shapes: complementarity and interchangeability. Complementarity means that the two partial shapes can be combined into a complete, semantically meaningful object. Interchangeability indicates that replacing a part of a model with another partial shape still produces a plausible new object. This relations can capture semantic similarities among partial shapes in terms of their usage in the context of full objects, even when these partial shapes are geometrically dissimilar. Both complementarity and interchangeability are closely related to each other, since interchangeability means that two partial shapes share the same set of complements.
Encoding these relations in embedding spaces is not trivial. Complementarity is an irreflexive relation, therefore a naïve embedding scheme which minimizes distances among related data is not applicable. In addition, we do not have any supervision for learning interchangeability relations, and need to infer this from the complementarity relations between partial shapes. To tackle these challenges, we suggest a novel embedding approach into dual embedding spaces (Figure 2 ). We consider the symmetric (undirected) complementary relation as both-way directed relations, and create two embedding spaces f and g for one-to-N mapping, such that all variations of partial shapes are present in both spaces. Given two partial shapes, complementarity between them is reflected by their embeddings into the two spaces. To learn the N-to-N irreflexive complementarity mapping with this embedding scheme, we use fuzzy set representations [Zad65] for both embedding spaces, and encode the complementarity relation as the intersection of sets. When learning the complementary relations across two embedding spaces, the similarity in the same embedding space can be interpreted as interchangeability.
Key contributions:
• We propose a novel dual embedding framework to learn complementarity and interchangeability relations between partial shapes. We propose a dual space embedding that encode both complementarity and interchangeability. The complementarity is represented by inter-space relations, and the interchangeability is represented by intra-space relations.
• The complementarity and interchangeability of partial shapes are encoded as inter-and intra-relations in the dual embedding spaces, respectively.
• Fuzzy set representations are utilized for both embedding spaces, to learn N-to-N irreflexive complementarity mapping between them.
• We demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed embedding scheme for learning the two relations between partial shapes for several shape modeling tasks, on a variety of shape categories.
Related Work
We review related work on component-based 3D modeling, and structural embedding techniques using neural networks.
were the first to introduce the idea of reusing parts in the existing 3D models for creating new objects. Subsequent approaches [CKGK11, KCKK12, CKGF13] developed the idea of shape construction using labeled components, by learning the component structure and suggesting appropriate components in the interactive assembly process. Shen et al. [SFCH12] used partial scanned data as a cue for constructing complete 3D models. There, components in the database were retrieved and stitched to each other to fit to the input geometry and fill the missing area in the incomplete scans. This completion approach was further extended by Sung et al. [SKAG15] , who integrated both symmetry-and retrieval-based inferences to detect the missing parts. These approaches successfully demonstrated practical applications of leveraging the component structure in a given dataset of 3D models, but all of them relied on having models with labeled components, which required significant annotation effort.
Recently, Sung et al.
[SSK * 17] introduced a method for constructing shapes from unlabeled components in an iterative assembly process. Specifically, given a partial shape, their method produces multiple plausible complementary components. This is done by training a neural network which jointly maps database components into the embedding space and predicts a complementary component probability distribution over that space given a partial shape. While here we also learn complementary relations, we aim at learning relations between partial shapes, as opposed to relations between partial shapes and single components in [SSK * 17]. Towards that goal, we embed all possible partial objects and discover shapes that complete the query in a plausible manner. This is more challenging problem since the shape variation space of partial shapes is much larger than the space of single components. We evaluate both methods using partial shape datasets, and demonstrate that our method outperforms the previous work in quantitative and qualitative evaluations.
Deep Structural Embedding Data embedding with neural networks is widely used for encoding relations among large-scale data. The advantages of inferring relations between data points in a structured embedding space, instead of learning binary indicator functions of the relations, are clearly described in the seminal work [BWCB11] : simple adaptation to various datasets, compact information storage, flexible joint encoding of different types of relations, and, most importantly, the ability to infer unseen relations from the structure of the embedding space. Unlike previous work, in the proposed approach we construct embedding spaces that reflect both complementarity relations, learned in a supervised manner, as well as interchangeability relations, for which no supervision is provided, and successfully discover both types of relations between previously unseen partial shapes. In addition, the majority of existing techniques for deep embedding encode reflexive and symmetric relations, such as similarities, into distances or angles between vectors in the embedding space [KFF15] . Some recent methods focus on other types of relations, such partial order relations [VKFU16, NK17] , which are asymmetric and transitive. In this work, we consider different irreflexive and symmetric complementarity relations, and propose a new embedding space construction technique to reflect these relations.
Method
In this section, we explain how we train a neural network to jointly encode both the complementarity and interchangeability in embedding spaces. We first give an overview of the proposed approach, then describe in detail all its components.
Overview
We design binary energy functions of complementarity and interchangeability, both of which take the embedding coordinates of partial shapes as inputs. A neural network is to used to define the embedding function for partial shapes. In the training of the neural network, we create complementary pairs of partial shapes as training examples by splitting full objects into two parts. But we do not have any supervision for interchangeability. Thus, the network is trained to minimize only the complementarity energy, but is still able to predict the interchangeability from the embedding structure. In next subsections, we elaborate on how we define the embedding spaces and the binary energy functions on them. We first describe the motivation for using the dual embedding spaces to represent complementarity (Section 3.2), and how this relation is encoded across the dual spaces (Section 3.3). Then, we define the complementarity and interchangeability energy functions as fuzzy set operations on the embedding spaces, in Sections 3.4 and 3.5, respectively. The loss functions used for the neural network training and the neural network implementation details are described in Sections 3.6 and 3.7.
Dual Embedding Spaces
We first describe how to design the embedding spaces and a binary indicator function for complementarity. One can consider a graph which nodes and edges indicate partial shapes and their complementary relations, respectively. Our problem can be viewed as a graph embedding problem aimed at finding unseen edges between nodes (unseen complementarity relations) by using the geometry of partial shapes as node attributes. The binary complementarity indicator function is then defined as whether a partial shape is connected to the other, and vice versa. There are several previous techniques for the graph node embedding problem with input node attributes [PARS14, HYL17, KW17], but they all use same approach of mapping neighboring nodes to proximal locations in the embedding space, which is not applicable to our case for two reasons. First, complementarity is not transitive, meaning that, given a partial shape, a complement of its complement is generally not a complement of it. Thus, first-order neighbors need to be discriminated from higher-order neighbors. Second, complementarity is also not reflective; a partial shape is not a complement of itself. Thus, each node should be isolated from the its neighbors in the embedding space. To handle the non-transitivity and irreflexivity, we consider dual embedding spaces as shown in Figure 2 . All partial shapes live in both embedding spaces, and the complementarity relations among partial shapes are now represented by the relations between their embedding coordinates across the two spaces. Since one partial shape can have different embedding coordinates in different spaces, this allows a partial shape not to have a relation to itself. We define the structure of two embedding spaces and the inter-space complementary relation in the next subsection.
Embedding as Set Inclusion
The naïve idea for constructing dual spaces is to align the positions of complementary partial shapes at the same coordinates in different spaces. However, it may cause some non-complementary pairs to be encoded as complementary to each other. For example, in the case illustrated in Figure 3 (a), shape p is complementary to both r and s, but shape q is only complementary to s. Then, from the complementarity of p and r, s, both r and s should be placed at the location of p in the other space ( f (p) = g(r) = g(s) and f (r) = f (s) = g(p)). Because of the complementarity of q and s, )). The complementarity of (p, r) and (p, s) implies that g(r) = g(s) (similarly, f (r) = f (s)). Because of the complementarity of (q, s) this also incorrectly implies that g(q) = g(r) ( f (q) = f (r)), which results in a wrong complementary relation between q and r. (c) The proposed approach of representing complementarity with set representations. All relations can be correctly encoded.
q also goes to s's location in the other space. This leads to a complementary relation between q and r, which is contradictory to the assumption (See Figure 3(b) ).
To avoid this problem, we suggest to relate a coordinate in one embedding space to multiple coordinates in the other space. In the aspect of graph embedding described in Section 3.2, the relation is indicated by checking both ways of whether a node is a neighbor of the other node. When considering one-way relations only, and encoding 1-to-N mapping from a partial shape to its complements, we view the embedding coordinates as a representation of a set, such that the complementarity relation is encoded as inclusion from one space to the other. One choice of encoding sets and inclusions in the embedding space is using the approach of Vendrov et al. [VKFU16] :
where x, y ∈ R N + are the embedding coordinates of x, y, respectively, and is a 'logical and' operator (note that Vendrov et al. use reversed direction of the inequality but we switch back to the natural direction). Since here we wish to relate embedding coordinates in two different spaces (due to the irreflexivity), given two embedding spaces f (·) and g(·) we represent the one-way complementarity c(x → y) as follows:
According to the analogy with the inclusion relation, we will call f and g the subset and superset spaces, respectively, in the rest of paper. Then, the binary indicator function for both-way complementarity c(x, y) can be represented as follows: 
Fuzzy Set Interpretation
While the inclusion embedding of [VKFU16] was first applied for neural network training in that paper, the idea is actually closely related to the well-studied fuzzy set theory [Zad65] . In fuzzy set theory, a set is represented with fuzzy memberships over a discrete set of elements, which is also called possibility distribution. Then, the notion of inclusion is defined so that the membership scores (or probabilities) over all elements of a superset are greater or equal to the corresponding scores of a subset, which is identical with the definition in Equation 1.
With the fuzzy set representation, one can consider how to define set operations analogous to classic crisp (non-fuzzy) set theory. For example, for 'logical and' (intersection) ∧, and 'inclusive or' (union) ∨, there are various ways of defining the operations with fuzzy sets (see Section 3 in [Zim01] for details), but the simplest form is using minimum and maximum operations:
In the neural net training, we need to fuzzify the notion of inclusion to obtain a continuous loss function. Vendrov et al. suggest to penalize when the embedding coordinates of a subset are greater than the coordinates of the superset, element-wise:
This is actually the same as making the subset to be equal to the intersection of the two sets x and y, using the above definition of intersection:
Using Equation 2 and Equation 3, we can define the energy functions for the one-way complementarity Ec(x → y) and the both-way complementarity Ec(x, y), as follows:
Ec(x, y) = Ec(x → y) + Ec(y → x).
Interchangeability via Complementarity
In Section 3.3 and 3.4, we described how complementarity is represented as an inter-space fuzzy set operation. Now we discuss how we define an intra-space fuzzy set operation that measures the degree of interchangeability.
It is obvious that two partial shapes have exactly same complements with same energy values when they have the same embedding coordinates in both embedding spaces. This implies that two partial shapes with similar embedding coordinates in each embedding space have a similar set of complements. In the following propositions, we show that how the union and intersection of two fuzzy sets represented by the embedding coordinates are related to the complementarity energies with arbitrary partial shapes.
Corollary 1 shows that the union on the subset space and the intersection on the superset space bound the sum of complementarity energies for arbitrary partial shapes. When restrict the l2-norm of all embedding coordinates to be one, one can consider how close the l2-norm of f (x) ∨ f (y) and g(x) ∧ g(y) are to one as a measure of interchangeability energy Er(x, y):
Note that the unit l2-norm constraint is not only for defining interchangeability relation in the embedding, but it is also a common constraint in neural network training to avoid over-fitting [SKP15, VKFU16] .
Neural Network Loss
The loss function for the neural network training is defined using the complementarity energy (Equation 8). Given N complementary pairs (x i , y i ) in a batch, we consider all mis-matched pairs (x i , y j =i ) as negative examples. We suggest two loss functions that can be used depending on the application. For complement retrieval tasks, we use pairwise ranking loss as introduced in [KFF15, VKFU16] :
where α is a given margin parameter. We use α = 0.05 in all our experiments. This pairwise ranking loss learns relative distances between positive and negative pairs. But we need a commensurable measure of complementarity for the interchangeability measure (Equation 9) since it is based on the upper bound of the complementarity energies. Thus, we introduce another loss function learning absolute errors with a threshold:
where t is a learnable threshold parameter. This loss function makes the energy of positive pairs smaller than t and the energy of negative pair greater than t with the margin α between them.
Neural Network Architecture and Training
We used the PointNet architecture [QSMG17] as a basic building block of the proposed embedding network, as illustrated in Figure 4 . Since all partial shapes are embedded into both embedding spaces, we have two separate PointNet Siamese architectures for learning the f and g embedding functions. We feed both f and gnetworks with 1k sampled points x and y, to produce f (x), g(x) and f (y), g(y). Note that we use the unit l2-norm constraint for output embedding coordinates as described in Section 3.5. Both networks receive inputs as centered point clouds of partials shapes, translated so that the centers of axis-aligned bounding boxes are located at the origin. Thus, the relation prediction is performed without the information of the partial shape location. In all experiments, we train the network for 1,000 epochs with batch size of 32, and use ADAM optimizer with 1.0E-3 initial learning rate, 0.7 decay rate and 200K decay steps. The embedding dimension is fixed to be D = 100.
Results

Partial Shape Dataset
In our experiments, we use the ShapeNet 3D All models are consistently aligned, scaled to have unit radius, and pre-segmented into components. The components were created from the ShapeNet CAD model scene graphs; the leaf node components of scene graphs were preprocessed, so that symmetric components were grouped into a single component, and small components were merged with the adjacent larger components. We build contact graphs of components based on their proximity, and during training generate complementary partial shape pairs by randomly splitting the contact graphs into two subgraphs. The dataset Figure 4 : Neural network architecture. We build two Siamese networks with shared weights, for both f and g embeddings. We use PointNet [QSMG17] to compute the embeddings, but any neural network architecture for 3D geometry processing is applicable.
is split into 80% training and 20% test sets, and separate networks are learned for different model categories.
Qualitative Evaluation
Complementarity Evaluation Figure 5 shows examples of the top-5 complement retrieval, in terms of the complementarity energy Ec (Equation 8), one example per category. In the retrieval experiment, we used all possible partial shapes in the test set as a database of complement candidates. The centered query and retrieved partial shapes were automatically stitched, using the placement neural network introduced in [SSK * 17]. Here, the placement net was retrained with partial shapes instead of single components. We note that the retrieved complementary partial shapes have different geometries and styles, but most of them complement the queries in a plausible manner. For example, given a chair query with swivel legs removed, both four legs and swivel legs are retrieved, and all the results look plausible. In another example, given the stretcher of a table, different tables having appropriate widths fitting the stretcher are retrieved. The three lamps are complemented with suitable mount accessories, including the three wall mount plates of the last complement.
Interchangeability Evaluation Figure 9 shows examples of interchangeable partial shapes extraction. Here, we also used all possible partial shapes in the test set as a database of interchangeable candidates. For each query shape, we extracted its top-5 nearest partial shape neighbors, now using the interchangeability measure Er (Equation 9 ). The results demonstrate that our method can properly learn interchangeability among partial shapes, even when they are constructed of different components and have dissimilar geometries. For instance, table stand bottoms (Figure 9 , second column from the right) have different shapes, but they can be replaced by each other in any 
Comparisons
We compare our method with ComplementMe [SSK * 17], which also learns complementary relations among 3D shapes, but for a different purpose. ComplementMe was designed for an iterative component assembly task, therefore it retrieves a single component for each query partial shape in every iteration. Thus, when applied to fully automatic shape synthesis or completion, ComplementMe has limitations of accumulating noise in successive iterations and missing a notion of termination. Contrarily, the proposed method finds groups of components fully completing the query shape in a single retrieval step. Another difference in terms of the difficulty of the problems is that the proposed method handles much larger shape variation space since it embeds all possible partial shapes, while ComplementMe only embeds single components.
ComplementMe approach can also be adapted to handle partial shapes instead of individual components. However, we argue that the proposed method is more effective for learning both complementarity and interchangeability relations due to the differences in relation representations. In ComplementMe, the one-way complementarity energy function is defined as a negative log-likelihood of a Gaussian mixture probability density function. The multimodality of the distribution is essential in ComplementMe since a single Gaussian raises the embedding collapse problem described in Section 3.2 and Figure 3(b) . But it also leads to two limitations. First, a larger number of Gaussians can better encode all possible complementary relations, but it also increases the number of output parameters, making the network more difficult to train. Thus, the representation power can be impaired either when the number of Gaussians is too small or too large. Second, some interchangeability relations may not be captured with the multi-modal distributions since two interchangeable partial shapes can be included in different modes. Our fuzzy-set-based representation, using a single vector to represent a partial shape, is much more concise than the Gaussian mixture representation and does not have the above multi-modality issues.
In the following experiments, we demonstrate that the difference in the relation representations affects the performance of both complementary and interchangeable shape retrievals in practice. For comparison, we re-train the ComplementMe retrieval network using our partial shape dataset, and the same training parameters and embedding dimension as in the proposed method. We also use our loss functions (Equation 10 and Equation 11) instead of the triplet loss in ComplementMe. Note that the losses are identical except for the larger number of negative pairs used in the proposed loss (N(N −1) vs. N in ComplementMe, which makes the training more efficient).
Evaluating whether the retrieved shapes are complementary or interchangeable is non-trivial since the criteria are subjective. Human annotations may not be consistent and can be prone to bias. Thus, for the quantitative evaluation of the complement retrievals, we measure recall and rank of the ground truth complements, following the recent retrieval work [KLSW15, VKFU16] . Table 1 Airplane Car Chair Guitar Lamp Rifle Sofa Table  Watercraft Figure 
Query
Our rank-1 CM rank-1 Query Our rank-1 CM rank-1 Query Our rank-1 CM rank-1 Figure 7 : Comparison of complement shape retrieval results of the proposed method and the ComplementMe architecture. In each case, the first column is the query partial shape, the second column is our rank-1 retrieval, and the third column is the rank-1 retrieval of ComplementMe [SSK * 17]. The color-coding is the same as in Figure 5 . The red circles show incomplete areas in the ComplementMe results.
shows the quantitative evaluation results when testing both ComplementMe and our method with all possible partial shapes in the test set as queries (the partial shape number are in parentheses at the first row, for each shape category). Recall@N indicates the percentage of the ground truth in the top rank-N retrievals, and percentile rank indicates the percentage of partial shapes having ranks equal or greater than the rank of the ground truth. The proposed fuzzy set representation outperforms ComplementMe in all cases, except for mean percentile ranks for two model categories.
Figure 7 shows complementary shape retrieval results of both methods. Although ComplementMe produces reasonable results, some retrievals do not fully complement the query shape, resulting in missing areas in the combined shapes: e.g., armrests in a chair, a trunk in a car, and the bottom parts of a sofa and a lamp. Our method successfully creates complete plausible output shapes with the retrieved complements. between the detected interchangeable parts and their semantic labels. While this measure is imperfect since some parts with different labels may have similar shapes, this is uncommon for most shape categories. Given a query semantic part, we find its interchangeable parts using each one of the methods: the interchangeability measure Er(x, y) (Equation 9) for our method, and the distances in the embedding and descriptor spaces for ComplementMe and MVCNN, respectively. Then, we compute the ratio of the number of neighbors having the same semantic label as the query and the number of all retrieved neighbors. Higher values mean that more neighboring parts share the semantic label with the query. Figure 8 shows the average ratio of equal nearest neighbor labels, as a function of the number of the neighbors, up to 10% of the all parts. Our method (green line) consistently produces higher correlation with semantic labels compared to other methods in all categories, except cars, for which training data mostly have coarse segmentations not into parts but into larger partial shapes. Figure 9 visualizes some results of interchangeable partial shape retrievals using both methods: query shape, rank-1 retrieval of ours, and rank-1 retrieval of ComplementMe, from left to right. We also list the retrieval ranks based on the interchangeability measure (embedding distances for ComplementMe and energy function Er(x, y) for ours) of the other method. The results indicate that the proposed method is able to detect more semantically meaningful shapes as its rank-1 retrievals, as compared to ComplementMe. Furthermore, according to the ComplementMe ranks, it maps both the shapes incorrectly retrieved by it and the plausible shapes retrieved by the proposed method nearby in its embedding space. In contrast, the proposed method is able to discriminate between the interchangeable and non-interchangeable shapes, as indicated by its ranks for the shapes retrieved by ComplementMe.
Application -Partial scan completion
One potential application of the proposed method is completion of partial scan data with various partial shapes form the dataset. Figures 1 and 10 show examples of completing real and synthetic partial scan data with complements retrieved with our method. We first use ICP with manual initial scan pose, to find a partial shape in our test dataset that best fits the input point cloud (shown with pink). We then retrieve complementary partial shapes (shown with green) using our fuzzy set operations. Note that, unlike other shape completion methods, such as [SKAG15, DQN17] , which create a single completion result, our method can easily provide multiple plausible outputs according to the partiality of the input data.
Computation time
Both training and test are performed with a single NVIDIA TI-TAN Xp graph card. It took 4.5 hours to train a network for 50k iterations. At test time, computing the embedding coordinates of 5k partial shapes and their corresponding complementarity/interchangeability energies w.r.t. the query, takes in a few seconds.
Conclusion and future work
We have presented a novel neural network-based framework for learning complementarity and interchangeability relations between partial shapes. The two relations are learned jointly by embedding the partial shapes into dual embedding spaces, where the shapes are encoded using the fuzzy set representation. This embedding allows us to model the complementarity and the interchangeability as fuzzy set operations performed across and within the embedding spaces, respectively. The method is fully automatic, and was trained using a dataset of models with unlabeled components. Qualitative and quantitative evaluations demonstrate that our method captures well both types of relations, and produces meaningful results when applied to previously unseen shapes.
While our framework is applicable to partial shape completion, it is limited to filling the missing area at the level of the components, and does not facilitate symmetry information as done in [SKAG15] ( Figure 11(a) ). Also, small or thin components can be neglected in the retrieved shapes due to the limited resolution of point clouds used as neural network inputs (Figure 11(b) ).
In future work, we plan to investigate how the fuzzy set operations can be applied to represent the other shape relations, and also the relations among different modalities, e.g. images and 3D shapes.
Query
Our rank-1 CM rank-1 Figure 10: Examples of partial scan completion. We used synthetic partial scan data from the benchmark of [SKAG15] (first row). We first use ICP to retrieve the best fitting partial shape from our database (second row, colored in pink), and then complete it to a full shape using various complements retrieved by the proposed method (colored in green). Three out of the best ten completions are shown in third, fourth, and fifth rows. The positions of the complements are automatically predicted using the placement network of [SSK * 17].
(a) (b) Figure 11 : Limitations of our method. (a) Our complement retrieval is not applicable to complete scans when they include all components but have small missing areas. Left is a scan, and right is a ICP retrieval result as done in Figure 10 . (b) Small or thin parts may not be recognized well due to the limited resolution of point clouds, and thus the retrieved complements may include duplicate parts with the query (circled in red).
